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ABSTRACT
We report an optical phased array (OPA) for two-dimensional free-space beam steering. The array is composed of
tunable MEMS all-pass filters (APFs) based on polysilicon high contrast grating (HCG) mirrors. The cavity length of
each APF is voltage controlled via an electrostatically-actuated HCG top mirror and a fixed DBR bottom mirror. The
HCG mirrors are composed of only a single layer of polysilicon, achieving >99% reflectivity through the use of a
subwavelength grating patterned into the polysilicon surface. Conventional metal-coated MEMS mirrors must be thick
(1-50 μm) to prevent warpage arising from thermal and residual stress. The single material construction used here results
in a high degree of flatness even in a thin 350 nm HCG mirror. Relative to beamsteering systems based on a single
rotating MEMS mirror, which are typically limited to bandwidths below 50 kHz, the MEMS OPA described here has the
advantage of greatly reduced mass and therefore achieves a bandwidth over 500 kHz. The APF structure affords large
(~2π) phase shift at a small displacement (< 50 nm), an order-of-magnitude smaller than the displacement required in a
single-mirror phase-shifter design. Precise control of each all-pass-filter is achieved through an interferometric phase
measurement system, and beam steering is demonstrated using binary phase patterns.
Keywords: optical phased arrays, beam steering, micro electro mechanical systems, high contrast gratings, GiresTournois etalon, all-pass filters.

1. INTRODUCTION
1,2

Optical phased arrays (OPAs) are versatile beam steering devices suitable for a variety of applications including
LIDAR, free-space optical communication, 3D holographic displays, and high-resolution 3D imaging.3,4 An OPA
consists of a two-dimensional (2D) array of phase shifters which impose a desired phase profile on an incoming beam of
light. The constructive interference of the outgoing light waves forms the desired beam. An OPA is usually much faster
than a single steering mirror, as individual phase shifters are much smaller and more nimble than a large scanning
mirror.
The dominant OPA technology is based on liquid crystal phase shifters, which have been studied extensively since
their initial demonstration using liquid crystal television panels.5,6 However, liquid crystals have limited operating speed
because it takes tens of milliseconds for an electric field to reorient the molecules of the liquid crystal. More recently,
micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) have been used to produce OPAs.7,8 A typical MEMS-based phase shifter is
realized by a “piston” mirror which is displaced to provide the desired phase shift. To increase the speed of such MEMSbased beam steering, we recently introduced phased arrays based on high contrast gratings (HCG’s), rather than
mirrors.9–11 Unlike earlier multi-layer MEMS mirrors, these grating mirrors are made of a single dielectric layer,
achieving high reflectivity (~99.9%) over a broad optical bandwidth.9,12 The HCG’s single-material construction results
in greater manufacturability since residual stress is easily controlled when depositing the single polysilicon layer and the
process eliminates the need for non-CMOS compatible metals such as gold. The HCG-OPA has the potential to operate
at high optical power without warping due to mismatch in coefficient of thermal expansion and without the thermal
damage that plagues mirrors composed of low melting-point metals (e.g. Au and Al). The thin, open structure of the
grating mirrors greatly reduces its mass, and this increases the operating bandwidth of the OPA.
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Our HCG
G OPA’s are electrostatically
e
y actuated by applying
a
a volltage between the
t movable mirror
m
and the substrate
s
underneath. Achieving
A
a fu
ull 2π phase shhift requires a mirror displaccement of halff a wavelengthh. To avoid pulll-in, the
displacementt should remaain smaller thaan about one-tthird of the gap
g between thhe electrodes. The gap needds to be
sufficiently large to accomm
modate the dessired stroke. Thhis either leadss to a high actuuation voltage, or it requires softening
s
w
impacts the operating bandwidth.
b
the springs, which
Here wee demonstrate a way to redduce the operaating voltage, or further inccrease the beaam steering sppeed, by
employing not just a singlee mirror elemeent for each phhase shifter butt rather a highly reflective mirror
m
pair thatt forms a
Gires-Tournoois etalon. Thee bottom mirroor in such an ettalon is designned to have a reeflectivity mucch closer to 1000% than
the top mirroor, so the etalo
on acts as an all-pass
a
filter: nearly
n
all the incident
i
light is
i always refleected, regardlesss of the
mirror separaation. However, the phase abbruptly changes by 2π radianns when the etaalon moves thrrough a resonannce, i.e.,
when the opptical path length of a roundd trip between the two mirroors changes froom slightly shoorter to slightlyy longer
The gap betweeen our mirror pair is perchedd close to suchh a resonance, so that a
than an integger number of wavelengths.
w
slight electroostatic attractio
on of the top mirror
m
to the botttom mirror wiill result in a laarge phase shifft. The steepneess of the
phase shift relates
r
to the reflectivity
r
of the top mirroor and can be designed to match
m
the stroke of the elecctrostatic
actuation. Ussing this conceept, we designeed a phase shiffter with a banndwidth over 500 kHz, large phase shifts, yet
y a low
actuation volltage. We demo
onstrate beam steering with an
a 8×8 array off such all-pass--filter mirrors.

Figure 1. Scanning electtron micrographs of a High Conntrast Grating (H
HCG) mirror arrray, on top of a DBR mirror inn the
wo mirrors form
m a Gires-Tournoois etalon. The HCG
H
mirror is suuspended from four
f
flexure spriings,
substrate.. Together the tw
allowing it to move out of
o plane. It can be electrostaticaally actuated by applying a volttage between thee polysilicon graating
t substrate. Ann 8×8 array of these
t
phase shiffters forms a phaased array for beam
b
layer andd the tungsten grround plane in the
steering.
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2 PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN
2.
D
Figure 1 shoows the constrruction of a single
s
phase shhifter elementt. It consists of
o a high conttrast grating mirror
m
of
submicron poolysilicon barss in a firm squaare frame. Thee frame is suspended from four thin flexuree springs that allow
a
the
grating to move
m
towards the substrate. The flexure springs
s
are atttached to the substrate usinng square anchhor pads
supported byy a silicon oxid
de column. Thee substrate incoorporates a distributed Braggg reflector (DB
BR) mirror that consists
of a tungstenn film beneath two pairs of amorphous
a
siliccon/silicon oxiide. The mirror can be electrrostatically actuuated by
applying a voltage
v
between the tungstenn and the highly doped polysilicon gratingg, via the anchhor pads. The pads
p
are
electrically innsulated from the substrate by
b silicon oxidde. The same oxide serves as the sacrificial layer for releaasing the
polysilicon; it
i also supportss the electricall wiring that coonnects the inddividual mirrorrs to their voltaage source. Figgure 1(b)
provides a cross
c
section view,
v
showingg the polysiliccon wiring, suupported by thhe low tempeerature oxide, and the
distributed Bragg
B
reflector mirror underneath. An 8 by 8 array of suchh phase shifterss is shown in Figure
F
1(c). Eaach HCG
covers an areea of 20×20 μm
m2. The mirrorr pitch is 35 μm
m, i.e., the fill factor is ~33%
%. The phase shhifters are indiividually
addressable, and together form
fo an optical phased array that
t enables beeam steering.
The botttom DBR mirror of the phasee shifter is desiigned to have a higher reflecttivity than the HCG mirror above,
a
so
most of the light incident on the mirror pair will be reeflected back, but with a phhase shift that depends on thhe mirror
separation. Suitable
S
phasee shifts for thee phased arrayy can be obtaained by tuning through thee etalon resonaance, by
applying thee proper voltaage to electrosstatically attracct the grating mirror to thee DBR substrrate. To quanttitatively
understand thhe phase of su
uch a mirror pair,
p
it is helpfful to considerr the simpler case
c
of a Fabrry-Pérot interfeerometer
formed by a thin transparen
nt plate on a higghly reflectivee substrate, as shown
s
in Figurre 2(a).

N:l

z

'V

Figure 2. A Gires-Tourno
ois etalon, consissting of a transpaarent layer (2) onn a highly reflecctive substrate (33). Light incidennt on
the etalonn can experiencee multiple round trips between thhe interfaces (shoown here at a sliight angle for claarity). The graphh
shows thee optical phase of
o the combined reflections vs. roound trip phase (i.e., twice the optical
o
thickness of the middle
layer), for various reflectivities R of the top
t interface of 0,
0 50, 80, and 955%. For 0% the top
t mirror is absent, and the phase
shift meaasured from the top
t interface equuals the round triip phase to the bottom mirror; foor higher R the chhange in phase
increasinggly becomes con
ncentrated near thicknesses
t
that are half-integer multiples of the wavelength.

The mulltiple reflections between thhe two interfacces add up cohherently, and their combinedd amplitude reeflection
coefficient off the etalon is
23

,
(1)
1
21 23
⁄ 1
where we haave used that ∑∞
1⁄
to suum the contribbutions from reepeated reflecttions between the two
mirror surfacces. The reflecction and transsmission coeffficients are labbeled as indicaated in Figure 2, and the roound trip
phase 2
4 ⁄ , with d the thickneess of the trannsparent layer,, and the wavelength
w
of the light. Forr normal
⁄
, so
and
2 ⁄
. These
incidence, thhe Fresnel coeefficients are
| |
| | and
Fresnel coeff
fficients are rellated to the refflection R andd transmission T of the top interface
i
via
12
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. Any
A light not reflected must be transmitteed, so
1
; this further simplifies equation
e
(1). If
I we set
0 to maake the bottom
m interface highhly reflective, thhen we arrive at
a the familiar Gires-Tournoiis result:
√
The phase shhift Φ follows from
f

| |

Φ

1

:

.

√

(2)

Φ 1 √
(3)
tan
2 1 √
(Alternatively, the bottom interface can also be madee highly reflecctive by settinng
∞, moore akin to a metallic
, and hence an additiional π phase shift.) Graphs of the phase shift are
interface. Thhis results in a sign change for
shown in Figgure 2(b), for various reflectivities R of thhe top interfacce. The phase shift here is measured
m
from
m the top
interface. If its
i reflectivity is
i 0%, then thee top interface might
m
as well not
n be there, soo the phase shift equals the roound trip
phase to the bottom
b
mirror,, and the graphh is a straight liine. For higherr R, the phase shift
s
becomes almost
a
constannt, except
for increasinngly steep steps of 2π near thhe resonances, where the opptical path lenggth of a mirroor round trip equals an
integer numbber of wavelen
ngths. It is nearr such a resonaance that we waant to poise ouur etalon, so a small
s
change in
i mirror
separation leads to a large change
c
in phasse.
tan

The calcculation of the etalon reflectivvity for an HCG
G-DBR mirrorr pair closely follows
fo
the devvelopment abovve. Since
the mirrors are
a now no lon
nger infinitely thin,
t
we have to
t be more speecific about thee phase. We deefine the reflecction and
transmission phase with reespect to the ouuter surfaces of
o the mirrors, as shown in Figure
F
3. The Figure also shhows the
dimensions of
o the HCG an
nd the DBR layyers. The dimeensions are dessigned so that the reflectivityy of the HCG is lower
than that of thhe DBR. The HCG
H
dimensioons are optimizzed to provide a large window
w of fabricationn tolerance.10

Figure 3. A Gires-Tourno
ois etalon using a high contrast grating
g
(HCG) mirror
m
on top, andd a distributed Bragg
B
reflector
(DBR) mirror
m
below, with
h dimensions off the mirror compponents indicateed. The reflectionn of the mirror pair
p can be
understoood in terms of th
he reflection and transmission off its components,, as shown.

H
mirror is not
n absorbing, it is still true that
t
1
. With our deffinition of the phase
p
Since the polysilicon HCG
⁄2, and we findd that
arg
with respect to the outer plaanes of the high contrast gratting, it turns ouut that arg
| HCG | | DBRR |
HCG
,
(4)
1 | HCG || DBRR |
where the rouund trip phase 2 now incorpporates the phaase shifts of thee HCG and thee DBR reflectioons:
2

HCG

DBR

2

2

Δ

,

T resulting phhase shift of thhe etalon is
where Δ is thhe electrostatic displacement of the HCG. The
1
∙
1
HCG
DBR
R
HC
CG ⁄ DBR
Φ
arctan
tanφ
arcttan
tanφ
HCG
1
1
HCG ∙ DBR
R
HC
CG ⁄ DBR
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(5)

.

(6)

Since RDBR iss close to 1, thee two arctangennt terms are alm
most equal, annd furthermore the RDBR and 1/
1 RDBR in thesee terms
tend to canceel, hence the ph
hase shift of ouur device is cloosely approxim
mated by
Φ

2 arctan

1

HCG

tanφ

2Δ

.
(7)
1
HCG
The last term
m takes into acccount that in our device, the substrate is staationary and thhe front surfacee is moving, leeading to
an extra phasse delay if the phase shifter is
i actuated. In contrast, the phase
p
due to the resonance (thhe arctangent) changes
in the oppossite direction. Hence the acchievable phasse shift is slightly smaller than 2π. Fortuunately this is of little
consequence in practice, siince the phasee change due too resonance iss much larger than
t
that due to
t displacemennt of the
front surface.
HC
CG

2

3. RESULTS
S AND DISC
CUSSION
w
off one of the alll pass filter mirrors
m
in our array. The phhase was
Figure 3 shoows the phase shift versus wavelength
measured usiing phase shiftting interferom
metry as outlineed in ref. 11, ussing a tunable laser source. The
T phase is referenced
to the phase of a reflection
n from the areaa in between thhe mirrors nearrby. The phasee shows a largee change of cloose to 2π
going across the resonancee of the all-passs filter. Applyying a modest voltage attractts the HGC miirror towards the
t DBR
and shifts thee resonance tow
ward shorter wavelengths,
w
as expected.

.,}V''

Figure 4. Measured phasee shift vs. wavelength of the all-pass filter mirroor of Figure 3. Thhe curves are a fit
f to Eq. 7, phasee
shift for a Gires-Tournoiss etalon. Applyinng a voltage actuuates the mirror and shifts the reesonance, as expeected.

F
shows thhe phase
Figure 5 provides a further confirmaation that the phase shifter is working as deesigned. This Figure
shift vs. volttage squared for
fo several wavvelengths. Plottting vs. squarred voltage putts these curvess on the same footing,
since the mirrror displacemeent is expectedd to be approxim
mately proporttional to voltagge squared, for electrostatic acctuation.
The HCG and
a
DBR mirrrors are sufficciently broadbband reflectorss that the refflectivity is siimilar for the various
wavelengths,, but the round
d trip phase chaanges, so the cuurves shift accoordingly.
Positioning the mirrorss close to resonnance to achieve low voltagee operation reqquires careful design
d
of the HCG
H
and
p phase due too the mirrors is
i about equallly important as
a that due to the mirror sepparation.
DBR, since the round trip
w
proovides some laatitude, but noot very much, as will be clear from Figuure 5. In
Changing thhe operating wavelength
particular, iff the mirror gaap is too narroow, then no appplied voltage can bring the etalon back innto resonance. For the
phase shifterrs demonstrateed here, we seelected an operating waveleength of 15000 nm to comfo
fortably perform
m beam
steering.
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Figure 5. Measured phasee shift vs. voltagge squared, for various wavelenggths from 1480 nm
n to 1530 nm, in
i 10 nm
incremennts.

To put the advantage
a
of an
a all-pass filtter mirror in perspective,
p
w compare itss phase shift with
we
w
that achiieved by
reflecting froom the surface of a single acttuated HCG mirror,
m
in Figure 6. The HCG-only mirror iss comparable in design
to the all-passs filter HCG.12 In particular,, it has similar resonant frequuency. For the conventional HCG
H
mirror, thhe phase
increases witth voltage, as the
t mirror graddually is pulledd in. Since the displacement varies
v
quadratiically with volttage, the
phase varies quadratically too.
t
In contrastt, the phase of the all-pass fillter mirror decrreases as the ettalon tunes throough the
resonance. From the Figuree it is apparentt that the all-paass filter proviides a larger phhase shift for a considerably reduced
actuation volltage.

00 GGm=1

000000

n_

\S

Figure 6. Comparison of the phase shift of
o our HCG-DBR
R all-pass filter phase
p
shifter (reed, filled symbols) with the phasee
fi
achieves a
shift of a single HCG phaase shifter (blue,, open symbols),, with similar ressonant frequencyy. The all-pass filter
m
reduced actuuation voltage.
larger phaase shift for a much

Beam steering experim
ments were connducted with thhe 8×8 array off mirrors usingg a binary patteern of phase shhifts, i.e.,
with the phasse of the mirro
ors set to eitherr 0 or π radianss. Far field imaages for a selecction of patternns are shown in Figure
7. The centraal spot in thesse images is thhe 0th order beeam due to thee modest 33% fill factor of the present arrray. The
binary patterrns shown deflect the beam symmetrically
s
to the four corrners of the fieeld (for the cheeckerboard patttern), or
up and downn (for a pattern
n of horizontall lines), to leftt and right (forr vertical liness), or diagonallly (for a diagoonal line
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pattern). Smaaller deflection
n angles can bee obtained by applying
a
a morre coarsely struuctured pattern, as illustrated with the
checkerboardd pattern. In faact, any beam position
p
inside the dashed sqquare can be reached by applyying a suitablee pattern.
A video of thhe beam raster scanning over the square is available
a
onlinee.

Figure 7. A selection of beam
b
patterns. The
T dashed rectanngle in the first panel
p
outlines thhe maximum steeering range. Thee
pattern beelow each panel shows the arranngement of mirroors switched on or
o off (π or zero phase shift).

Video 8. Beam steering. Images
I
for multiiple beam positions are superimpposed here. A viideo of the beam
m making a rasterr
scan is avvailable at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.2045341.1

4. CO
ONCLUSIO
ONS
A novel micro-electromecchanical system
ms optical phhase shifter baased on an all-pass
a
filter has
h been succcessfully
weight high coontrast gratingg mirrors
developed foor fast beam stteering. The 8×8 array of phhase shifters coonsist of lightw
suspended abbove a distribu
uted Bragg refflector mirror substrate usingg flexure sprinngs. The mirroors are electrosstatically
actuated by applying
a
a volltage between a grating mirroor and the subbstrate. The miirror separationn is designed such
s
that
the mirror paair is poised cllose to resonannce, where thee round trip opptical path lenggth is slightly longer
l
than ann integral
number of wavelengths.
w
A small mirror displacement then suffices to
t pull the mirrrors through resonance,
r
leadding to a
large voltagee-controlled ph
hase shift. In this
t
way we acchieve a wide operating banndwidth of oveer 500 kHz, foor a low
actuation volltage. We demo
onstrate beam steering with an
a 8×8 array off these all-passs-filter mirrors.
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